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Why Read This Report

Key Takeaways

With the deadline to become GDPR-compliant
fast approaching, privacy and security
professionals must act now. However, the task
feels overwhelming. Where should I start? What
should I include as part of my strategy? Is there
anything that I am forgetting? This report helps
privacy and security professionals answer these
questions and lays out the key milestones they
must achieve to hit the May 2018 GDPR deadline.

GDPR Success Requires Companies To
Achieve Five Milestones
Organizations worried about GDPR requirements
must take a systematic approach that begins
with a maturity assessment and gap analysis,
encompasses testing, and includes ongoing
processes for continued improvement.
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Long-Term Success Requires RiskManagement Discipline
Privacy and security pros are right to tackle
GDPR as a discipline of risk management. To
determine which risks they need to address most
urgently, they must balance privacy risks with
high-value business initiatives.
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Start Preparing For The GDPR Deadline Before It’s Too Late
Shockingly, half of organizations across the EU and the US are unaware of the new European General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Even more worrisome, the rate of awareness is lowest among
tech companies.1 But data protection authorities across the EU are gearing up the implementation of
the new rules — which include fines up to 4% of global revenues for violations.2 All firms providing
services or products to European markets and/or those collecting data from European residents must
prepare now. We have identified five milestones to help organizations develop and execute their GDPR
strategies (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 Firms Must Reach Five Milestones For GDPR Success
Milestone

Action

Assessment and gap analysis

• Discover and classify data.
• Map data ﬂow.
• Analyze gaps.

The business case

• Quantify resources for hiring/training people.
• Estimate costs for new products and services.
• Account for professional services.

Detailed road map to address
gaps and new requirements

• Deploy security controls.
• Update processes.
• Mitigate third-party risks.
• Review privacy notices and communication.
• Deﬁne organizational design.

Incident response testing,
auditing, and process evaluation

• Test the incident response plan.
• Audit your audit mechanisms.
• Try out new processes.
• Evaluate all customer-facing materials.

Feedback loop for ongoing
compliance and improvement

• Prepare for ad hoc audits.
• Establish training and awareness programs.
• Measure.

Complete

Milestone 1: An Assessment And Gap Analysis Of Your Current Privacy Maturity
This milestone helps privacy and security pros determine the maturity of their privacy practices today.
Forrester’s Privacy And GDPR Maturity Model provides a comprehensive maturity assessment that goes
beyond the core requirements of the GDPR to include the capabilities necessary to use privacy as a
competitive advantage. In order to reach this milestone, at a minimum, privacy and security pros must:
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›› Conduct data discovery and classification exercises. To protect data, you need to know where
it is and determine its risk profile. It’s easier said than done, as our research reveals that a large
number of companies still struggle to gain visibility into their data assets.3 However, our data also
shows that the adoption of data classification solutions is on the rise.4 Privacy and security pros
must enact processes to enable their firms to dynamically and continually classify data.5 Sensitive
personal or customer data stored and/or processed in the cloud has a higher risk profile.
›› Map data flow. When establishing data risk profiles, privacy and security pros must consider
not only where data resides in a moment in time but also how it moves across the organization
and its partners. Privacy and security teams must pay particular attention to third parties. In fact,
the GDPR makes third-party risk even greater. For example, while data processors will be jointly
responsible for privacy incidents, businesses will have the responsibility to perform and document
recurring audits of third parties’ security and privacy practices and infrastructure.
›› Find the gaps in their processes, systems, oversight mechanisms, and skills. Once you have
gained visibility into data and its flow and assessed its risk profile, you are ready to evaluate current
risk-mitigation strategies. This includes, for example, reviewing the implementation of security
controls. Privacy and security pros must look at processes, systems, oversight, and skills as part
of the gap analysis, too. To identify gaps to fill, you must consider GDPR requirements and your
firm’s risk appetite. Some firms in financial services, for example, deploy identity and access
management (IAM) policies that are more stringent than the GDPR will require.6
Milestone 2: A Business Case For The Appropriate Budget
Firms must use their gap analysis to estimate the appropriate budget for their GDPR program. Thus, the
investment will vary by organization. However, early research suggests that US firms, for example, are
allocating approximately $1 million for GDPR compliance.7 Whatever the amount, your business case
should not be focused only on GDPR fines. Instead, it must make the case for the business benefits that
the organization can realize through improved customer engagement, customer experience, and loyalty,
for example. When estimating the budget, privacy and security pros should also:
›› Quantify resources for hiring and training staff. Privacy and security training is not new, but
GDPR brings it renewed attention. In fact, GDPR makes it part of organizations’ risk-mitigation
strategies. And our data shows that internal misuse of data is still the most common cause of data
breaches.8 In addition, GDPR requires organizations to hire a privacy officer.9 While the International
Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP) expects that firms will need 28,000 new data
protection officers (DPOs) in Europe alone, people with the right skill set are scarce, and dedicated
recruitment firms are popping up quickly.10 To secure the right hire, organizations must prepare to
put competitive offers forward.11
›› Evaluate how much new products and services will cost. When initiating a GDPR program,
going out shopping is not a good start — it’s like going to the grocery store when you’re already
hungry. Firms must first assess existing security controls and their deployment. They must work
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with (and challenge) vendors to leverage existing capabilities to meet GDPR requirements where
possible. But many organizations will need to complement their tool sets. Our inquiries with user
clients show that interest in technologies such as data discovery and classification, data loss
prevention (DLP), encryption, IAM, and threat detection is on the rise because of GDPR programs.
›› Account for external support with the GDPR program design and implementation. The
landscape of privacy and GDPR professional services is growing quickly. Forrester has analyzed
the offerings of major consulting services companies and law firms in the past.12 Security vendors
and IT service providers are also creating GDPR consulting offerings to sell separately from their
product offerings. The data breach notification requirement alone is driving organizations to
consider whether to engage players such as cyberinsurers, forensics and incident response (IR)
providers, and breach notification providers, among others.13 But whether or not a firm needs
professional help, privacy and security pros must define the scope of the project carefully before
engaging service providers. The scope analysis will also help organizations decide which type of
services they need and what vendors are best suited for the job.
Milestone 3: A Detailed Road Map To Address Gaps And New Requirements
This milestone is all about taking action, and the goal is to implement the changes that organizations
identified at milestone 1. Privacy and security pros must approach this task by creating a process to
assess risks systematically. This will help firms understand priorities, critical pain points, and areas for
improvement. To reach milestone 3, privacy and security pros must:
›› Deploy security controls in line with GDPR. The precision of the deployment of security controls
matters. Thus, privacy and security pros must make sure that they deploy new and existing
solutions to meet specific GDPR requirements. For example, they should manage identity and
access in a way that is consistent with specific purpose-limitation policies. They should also prefer
DLP solutions that allow for systematic reporting. When deploying encryption, privacy and security
teams must pay attention to how they manage encryption keys. Not all organizations can handle
keys on-premises, but they all must make sure to retain sole control of the keys and comply with
data residency requirements where appropriate.
›› Update processes. Organizations must set up new processes and redesign some old ones.
Requirements such as Privacy by Design are all about processes. In fact, firms must have
processes that allow peers from business units, products, data, security, and privacy to work in a
collaborative manner throughout the life cycle of a new product or service. But, first and foremost,
businesses must enact a process to risk-assess every data-driven initiative. Those that present
higher risk must undergo a proper privacy impact assessment (PIA), and in some cases, firms must
share them with regulators. Managing customer consent as well as addressing customer requests
such as data portability or data deletion also requires more efficient processes.
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›› Mitigate third-party risks. Managing third-party risk is crucial to protect businesses’ reputations
and customer engagement — and GDPR brings new emphasis to this area.14 For example, while
GDPR requires joint responsibility for data processors — companies that handle customer or
employee personal data on your behalf — in the event of a breach, it demands that firms perform
meaningful audits on their third parties. Privacy and security pros must work with procurement,
vendor management, and auditing peers to select third parties that comply with business privacy
requirements and audit them systematically. Privacy pros at a European bank, for example, set
up metrics and service-level agreements (SLAs) to determine whether third parties meet privacy
requirements over time and flag issues to their colleagues in auditing as needed.
›› Review privacy notices and communication. Organizations don’t often recognize that customerfacing communication impacts the overall customer experience. In the next 13 months, virtually
all firms must review this material to ensure that it reflects GDPR requirements.15 This includes,
for example, reworking all language you use to gather customer consent and for third-party data
sharing. In doing so, privacy and security pros should leverage customer journey maps to identify
all customer-facing communication, redesign it in line with the new requirements, and ensure that
the language, the detail of the information, and the time when the communications are displayed
deliver a good customer experience.
›› Define organizational design. While many organizations must hire a data privacy officer, the GDPR
does not include rules around the privacy team. However, firms will find this appropriate. Privacy
teams vary in size, tasks, and reporting structures. Our research highlights four types of privacy
organizations.16 When deciding on team design and responsibilities, firms must consider industryspecific requirements as well as the goals that the team should accomplish. For example, highly
regulated industries, such as financial services, have traditionally tasked their legal counsel with data
privacy responsibilities. Today, many of these firms plan to establish a privacy team to promote more
collaboration with other business units and help them leverage data assets more strategically.
Milestone 4: A Comprehensive Plan For IR Testing, Audit, And Process Evaluation
No one wants regulators, or, even worse, their customers, to realize that something is not working as
planned, especially when it comes to data privacy. Therefore, privacy and security pros must make
sure to test and evaluate whether the changes that they’ve implemented deliver as expected. To reach
this milestone as a privacy and security pro, you must:
›› Test your incident response plan. You don’t have an IR plan if you don’t test it.17 A data breach
represents a challenging event in the life of a business, and the GDPR breach notification
requirement makes it even more difficult. But if you handle it properly, a breach could become a
constructive event. It all depends on how well organizations plan — and rehearse — for failure.18
Beyond the usual suspects, such as the operations team, the security team, and dedicated privacy
folks, an IR plan must also include business executives, customer experience and marketing peers,
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external stakeholders such as PR and communication firms, and cyberinsurers, if necessary.19 This
extended team must prepare and test the way — and the information — it would share not only
with regulators, but with its customers, too.
›› Audit your audit mechanisms. Reviewing audit mechanisms is extremely important for two
reasons. First, GDPR has a specific requirement for firms to document compliance strategies
continuously. Regulators can ask to review this documentation in the absence of a privacy incident
or customer complaint. Therefore, it’s crucial that auditing mechanisms provide firms with this
evidence. At this stage, privacy and security folks must also determine whether security controls
are reducing risks at an acceptable level. Second, they should pay attention to third-party audits
and evaluate whether they need to complement periodic audits of third parties’ infrastructure
security and privacy practices with independent reviews or self-assessments.
›› Try out new processes. Among all new processes to test, it’s a good idea to start with the
ones that enable the organization to comply with data subject requests. These processes must
accomplish their purpose in a timely and cost-effective manner. It took one company 30 hours’
worth of work to respond to a data portability request. Privacy and security pros must also verify
that they can ensure these requests include data shared with third parties. Finally, they must
consider whether their current technology will allow them to search and segment data in a quick
and effective manner. This includes emails, archives, and backups.
›› Evaluate all customer-facing materials. Privacy and security teams must put themselves in their
customers’ shoes and evaluate their customer-facing privacy communication. This exercise helps
them understand if the communication is clear, transparent, and written in plain language. Make
sure that consent is easy to identify and requires the customer to actively demonstrate her will to
opt in. Opt-out options must be meaningful. Finally, privacy and security teams must ensure that
the communication, language, and design deliver a satisfying customer experience overall.20
Milestone 5: A Continuous Feedback Loop For Ongoing Compliance And Improvement
GDPR is about ongoing compliance. Firms that approach this task as a one-off effort will face the risk
of failure. Therefore, privacy and security pros must make sure to continuously monitor, adjust, and
document their compliance strategies. To reach this milestone, privacy and security pros must:
›› Prepare for ad hoc audits. The GDPR empowers regulators to audit firms at any time. In fact, it
requires organizations to document their compliance strategies on an ongoing basis. Data shows
that privacy teams in many organizations are working to set up privacy accountability frameworks
to help them with this task.21 But privacy and security pros must also leverage reporting and
visualization capabilities embedded in security technologies they’re currently using whenever
possible. These include IAM and threat detection solutions, for example. They must perform and
document risk assessment and PIA analysis continuously.
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›› Establish training and awareness programs. A recent study of privacy professionals showed
that firms have increased their investments in training and awareness programs. Almost 60% of
companies in the UK are investing in privacy training for staff and employees.22 GDPR defines
awareness and training as fundamental for effectively mitigating risks. Traditionally, privacy and
security teams have struggled to succeed in engaging peers with training and awareness. But
today, privacy has become a business topic, and large data breaches have generated a great deal
of attention. Privacy and security teams must get creative and leverage this renewed focus on the
topic through the right mixture of classical training, videos, podcasts, blogs, and other visual media
to engage their audience.
›› Measure. Privacy and security teams must set metrics that help track the achievements of their
data privacy and security programs. Traditionally, these metrics cover operational effectiveness and
compliance; for example, number of investigations. But privacy and security teams must develop
their approaches to align data privacy metrics to business objectives. For example, the number of
customer opt-ins or the number of initiatives that the privacy team leads jointly with the marketing
team are potential metrics to consider.23
Recommendations

Make Risk Assessment Your Key To Success
The GDPR is all about mitigating the risks of privacy incidents effectively. To comply with the GDPR,
privacy and security pros must create and leverage risk assessment frameworks to:
›› Prioritize. Without a disciplined approach, GDPR will be an overwhelming task for many
organizations. Privacy and security folks must balance privacy risks with the values of business
strategies and the underpinning operations. To prioritize their initiatives, they must focus on highrisk and high-value areas.
›› Ensure executives define the overall risk appetite of the firm. Financial services firms deal with
risk-based decisions daily. In those firms, risk usually belongs to a business owner. Typically, business
executives determine the risk appetite of the business overall. As part of their risk assessment
frameworks, privacy and security professionals must set up processes to determine who owns
specific risks and define the escalation procedures when risks trump the business risk appetite.
›› Establish a risk culture across the organization. Culture is arguably the biggest challenge for
firms on their way to GDPR compliance.24 More precisely, in organizations that understand privacy
only as mere compliance, it’s the necessary culture shift that concerns privacy and security
professionals. As they work to establish a corporate culture for privacy, they must also include
education about risk management and risk appetite in their efforts.
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Supplemental Material
Survey Methodology
The Forrester Data Global Business Technographics® Security Survey, 2016, was fielded in March
through May 2016. This online survey included 3,588 respondents in Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
France, Germany, India, New Zealand, the UK, and the US from companies with two or more employees.
Forrester’s Business Technographics ensures that the final survey population contains only those with
significant involvement in the planning, funding, and purchasing of business and technology products
and services. Research Now fielded this survey on behalf of Forrester. Survey respondent incentives
include points redeemable for gift certificates.
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